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GERUND VEYA INFINITIVE �LE KULLANILAN 
F��LLER/�S�MLER/SIFATLAR/DEY�MLER 

  
 

V+ Ving (1) V+to+ Ving (2) Prep.+ Ving (5) V+Obj+Prep.+ Ving (7) Adj.+Prep.+ Ving 
(10) 

admit be accustomed to abstain from accuse s/o of accustomed to 
anticipate be used to apologise for apologise to s/o for afraid of 
appreciate look forward to adjust to blame s/o for angry at 
avoid be opposed to approve of charge s/o with appropriate for 
busy object to argue about complain to s/o about  ashamed of 
can't help have an objection to believe in congratulate s/o on aware of 
can't stand prefer stg. to doing stg care about deter s/o from  bored with 
complete dedicate to care for devote oneself to  capable of 
consider in addition to comment on discourage s/o from concerned about/with 

contemplate commit to complain about forgive s/o for content with 
defer devote to obliged to concentrate on involve s/o in delighted at 
delay refer to resort to consist of keep s/o from different from 
deny Noun+Prep+ Ving (3) deal with prevent s/o from essential to/for 
detest difficulty in decide against punish s/o for excellent in/at 
discuss excuse for depend on (upon) stop s/o from excited about 
dislike for fear of dream of/about suspect s/o of exposed to 
enjoy for the sake of feel like thank s/o for famous for 
excuse in addition to forget about warn s/o about/against fed up with 
finish in case of insist on Expression+ Ving (8) fond of 
forgive in charge of look forward to  It's no use+Ving generous about 
fancy in danger of object to It is no good+Ving good at 
imagine  in exchange for participate in It is not worth+Ving grateful to sb for 
involve in favour of plan on  There is no point in+Ving feel quilty for/about 

keep in return for refer to a waste of time/money/energy happy about 
mean in spite of take advantage of spend/waste time/money/energy be quilty of 
mention in the course of talk about without+Ving incapable of  
mind in the habit of think about/of by+Ving interested in 
miss in the middle of succeed in Soru Kelimeleri+toV1 jealous of 
postpone instead of worry about sit/stand/lie(place)+Ving keen on 
practise interest in Go+ Ving (6) Zaman Ba�laçları+Ving lazy about 
quit need for go shopping have fun/good time+Ving opposed to 
recollect/recall on account of go swimming Duyu Fiilleri+Ving/V1 (9) proud of 
recommend on the point of go running see responsible for 
remember reason for go camping feel (Ving) similar to  
resent technique for go fishing find (Ving) sorry about 
resist the point of go hiking  catch (Ving) successful in 
risk Perfect Gerund Alabilenler (4) go hunting hear suitable for 
stop regret  appreciate go sightseeing listen sure of (about) 
suggest deny without go skating observe suprised at 
tolerate admit thank for go skiing watch terrified of 
understand confess blame for go shooting smell (Ving) tired of (from) 

 remember forgive   notice (Ving) worried about 
 accuse of apologise for   **yalın alanlar pasifte "to" alır. envious of 
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V+toV1 (11) V+Noun/Pro.+ toV1 (12) Adj./ toV1 (14) Noun+ toV1 (17) Ving/ toV1 (20) 
afford advise afraid ability / inability anlam de�i�ikli�i olanlar 

agree allow amazed ambition forget 

aim appoint anxious anxiety go on 

appear convince delighted eagerness mean 

arrange cause ashamed attempt regret 

attempt caution astonished decision remember 

demand challenge careful demand stop 

decide compel content determination try 

deserve command certain desire Ving/ toV1 (21) 
encourage direct determined effort anlamı de�i�meyenler 

endeavor enable disappointed failure advise  

fail encourage disgusted offer allow 

forget forbid disturbed plan attempt 

happen force eager promise begin 

hesitate hire fortunate refusal can't bear 

hope implore glad request continue 

learn instruct happy right dislike 

manage invite hesitant scheme dread 

offer motivate likely willingness encourage 

plan oblige lucky wish forbid 

prepare order motivated 
V+ toV1 

V+nesne+ toV1 (18) hate 

pretend permit pleased ask intend 

proceed persuade prepared beg like 

promise remind proud choose love 

prove request ready dare need 

recall require relieved expect neglect 

refuse show...how reluctant need permit 

seem teach sad prefer prefer 

struggle tell shocked promise recommend 

swear tempt stunned want start 

threaten urge surprised wish 
V+Ving  
V+Obj.Pronoun+ toV1 (22) 

volunteer warn upset would like advise 

wait Ettirgen Fiil Kalıpları (13) willing Perfect Inf. Alabilenler (19) allow 

would hate have so do sth 
Cont. Inf. 

Alabilenler (15) V+V1(16) be said  be known encourage 

would like have sth/so done seem see be estimated happy forbid 

would love get so to do sth appear let be claimed  lucky permit 

would prefer get sth done pretend help be supposed fortunate recommend 

  make so do sth   hear be expected seem  

  be made to do sth  make be alleged  appear  
 

INFINITIVE 


